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CHAPTERR SIX 

MONUMENTA LL  GOVERNMENTALIT Y 

"Whatt begins to move, then, in the depth of the 

mirror,, behind its shattered surface (...) is the very 

terrorizingg instability that the mirror was supposed 

too freeze. Mimesis returns to regain its power." 

(Philippee Lacoue-Labarthe, 1989:138). 

"...all"...all  that they are capable of' 

Nott long after having been urgently set up the republican stage collapsed. From the time that 

Venezuelaa was declared an independent nation, on July 5, 1811, to July 30,1812 when what is 

knownn in local historiography as the First Republic finally fell to forces loyal to the Spanish 

Regency,, littl e over a year had elapsed. Whatever else may be said of this early phase of the 

Independencee conflict concluding with the temporary restoration of Spanish authority in the 

Venezuelann provinces of Tierra Firme, one thing is certain: the conflict had all the trappings of a 

civill  war and, for the most part, it would retain them to the very end when, a littl e over a decade e 

later,, Venezuela finally became an independent nation. Below the level of the highest military 

leaderss and officers on both sides that, with a few exceptions among the separatists, were 

overwhelminglyy white it was members from the local pardo population that made up the bulk of 

thee forces fighting in either of the two camps. While it was the pardos' fluctuating allegiances 

thatt for years to come would generally dictate the changing course of the war, something may be 
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safelyy stated about this early phase of the conflict. Namely, that it was the decision of most pardo 

combatantss to switch allegiances to the loyalists that largely accounts for the temporary triumph 

off  the Spanish forces. This was a dramatic turnaround from an initial situation when at least in 

Caracas,, the main center of the revolutionary ferment against Spain, most of the local pardo 

populationn kept solidly behind the Sociedad Patriotica. What happened? 

Addressingg this question once again brings us face to face with a stubborn 

historiographicall  topos that we have encountered in the previous two chapters. That is, that 

Venezuelann Independence was fought and gained against the wishes and desires of the local 

masses,, which, due to their "backward," "superstitious" nature for a long time sided with the 

monarchy.. Recited again and again, this topos is one of the preeminent ideological means 

whereby,, to this day, the local elites justify to themselves and to others their enlightened, 

providentiall  role vis-a-vis the nation. I have suggested in the previous chapter how little, 

providedd one approaches it without nationalist blinders, the historical record lends support to the 

notionn of any continuous, unified identity once and for all accruing to any of the main actors or 

forcess in the conflict. Neither the so called elites presented from the beginning a seamless front, 

withh most of its members solidly behind the idea of Independence, nor the popular masses 

"trailedd behind" having to be brought "forward" to the Independence camp through the selfless 

effortss of the elite patriots and after much suffering. 

Butt beyond any empirical considerations at this point it is crucial to make clear the extent 

too which the Venezuelan case stubbornly resists all this talk of moving "forwards" and "delays" 

too which a certain historiography has long accustomed us. And this for the very fundamental 

reasonn that, at least during the first few years of the conflict, the two main camps fighting each 

otherr were equally revolutionary and liberal. As I have argued following Guerra, the Venezuelan 

warss of independence were part and parcel of the one single revolutionary process encompassing 

bothh Spain and the Americas, which Guerra calls the Hispanic-American revolution. Even if the 

situationn later changed in ways that more closely approximate the conventional characterization, 

att least regarding the initial period of the wars it is therefore misleading to talk of a contest 

betweenn an Ancien Régime ruled by an absolutist monarch and a Jacobin revolution bent on 

bringingg the monarchy down. More consistent with all the available evidence is, instead, to take 
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thee conflagration for  what it actually was, i.e., a contest opposing the forces of a Constitutional 

monarchyy determined to safeguard the integrity of the Empire and the Venezuelan secessionists 

equallyy bent on breaking away from this larger  unit and establishing an independent nation. If 

anything,, at least for  a while it was the Spanish side that was the more decidedly "modern"  and 

"liberal ""  since it embodied the ideological program which, backed by its American supporters, 

thee Spanish liberals had approved in Cadiz. Indeed, the 1812 Cadiz Constitution was the 

inspirationn for  most of the ideas of freedom and equality, which in the next few years would 

provee so corrosive of the Spanish empire in the Americas. 

Wheneverr  in Venezuela the pardo masses switched allegiances between the Independence 

andd the Spanish sides they, therefore, were not yielding to any deep-seated conservative and 

monarchicall  instincts. The back-and-forth simply followed from the shrewd calculation of which 

side,, at any given time, seemed to meet best the masses expectations as a radically egalitarian, 

and,, why not, in some ways liberal constituency. As I will argue, while often undoubtedly present 

moree than any militar y genius on the part of the pro-Independence generals, including Bolivar, it 

iss the eventual failur e of the Spanish side to stick to its original liberal inspiration that largely 

accountss for  its defeat as it saw its ranks depleted by the popular  masses joining the other  side. 

Evenn if the preceding conclusion seems to fit  best all the available empirical evidence 

nowhere,, to my knowledge, is it as unambiguously stated as here. It is true that occasionally 

mentionn is made in the secondary sources of the liberalism of the Spanish side. Yet, when it 

comess to making summary statements about the overall meaning of the struggle, by and large the 

well-establishedd nationalist certainties reassert themselves: not a contest among rivaling  liberal 

cousinss what according to these sources the struggle pitted against each other  were the reaction-

aryy forces of the monarchy, initiall y backed by the retrograde colored masses, to the revolution-

ariess drawn from the local elites and waging a heroic struggle to defeat the loyalists and win the 

massess to their  side. Never  mind if the most cursory consideration of the numbers involved 

suggestss that the rebel camp would not have had even a fighting chance unless it counted with 

thee allegiance of at least part of the pardo population. 

II  cannot pursue here the deconstruct on of this topos further  other  than by returning to the 

dustt  of the Independence straggles, and to the year  1815, when no less than the then acting 
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Captainn General of the Venezuelan provinces unambiguously stated what in his (obviously) well-

informedd opinion were the true stakes in the conflict. In a dispatch to the Secretario de Estado y 

dell  Despacho Universal de Indias written on July of that year, Don Jose Ceballos declared in no 

uncertainn terms what had to be achieved if the Spanish cause was to prevail in the Venezuelan 

cornerr  of the American continent. According to Ceballos for  the Spanish efforts to meet with 

successs the pardo masses had to be drawn to the monarchy's camp, and, for  this to happen, it was 

absolutelyy requisite to "improv e the Civil State of the Castas in these territories"  (Ceballos in 

King,, 1953:530). Ceballos' short document is fascinating not the least for  the testimony it gives 

off  how the prevailing situation was perceived and construed from above by the contemporary 

elites.. Especially precious is the precise picture, which he draws of the general situation of the 

pardoo population during the last years of the colony, and of the transformations, which this 

populationn underwent in the heat of the succeeding conflict. 

Whil ee effectively documenting the colony's relative success in containing any mimetic 

impulsess within a corporate order  which assigned everyone to their  allotted stations in life, 

Ceballos''  text is no less remarkable for  its intimation of how mimesis regained its powers in the 

wakee of the Spanish monarch's disappearance. The extent to which the colonial order  was a well-

calibratedd machinery for  the reduction of mimesis to codified identity by means of a supple 

combinationn of force, beliefs, prohibitions, and ritualized forms of ascription and identification is 

madee clear  by the document in ways confirming what was said before on the topic. Thus, after 

alludingg to how the Castas or  Pardos originated in the Americas from the mixing of the 

descendentss of Spaniards and other  indigenous populations with the imported slaves, and 

chillingl yy referrin g to the colonial legislation which, "to a certain extent,"  made of this "interme-

diatee people"  a "foreigner"  in the American lands of the Empire, Ceballos goes on to enumerate 

thee set of injunctions and prohibition s that in the past had pinned down the members of the pardo 

populationn to their  prescribed identities: 

Law,, or  costume, and generally the long lasting, deep-rooted, and difficul t to overcome 

insistencee on barrin g them entrance to the secular  and regular  Clergy, from all posts in the 

Municipall  Council, and from other  occupations and honorable perfections, from entering 
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somee devotional Congregations and Confraternities, and even from the social intercourse 

withh the white class, whose persons and houses they are not allowed to approach without 

displayingg comparable or  even larger  demonstrations of respect than those that are 

tributedd or  should be tributed to the public authority. The women should wear  a 

distinctivee dress, without being able to use certain adornments that the Laws have been 

requiredd to detail; and before the formation of the Provincial Militar y Bodies composed 

byy Pardos, the men from this group were denied access to the Service of arms which is 

carriedd out by the other  neighbors (ibid:531). 

Inn other  words Ceballos paints the picture here with which we are by now familiar : that of a 

populationn hedged by proliferatin g interdictions acting as the frame within which both the men 

andd the women from this group sharply stood out dressed in the attires which the law had either 

prescribedd for  their  use or  simply not barred them from using. Against some currently 

fashionablee understandings, which construe identity against an unfathomable, unsymbolizable 

real,, one must assume that so much "overinvestment in vestment"  (Spyer  1998:169) issued from 

somethingg more urgent and imminent than just an abstract symbolic injunction. Something more 

lik ee the commonsense, everyday banal awareness that in the absence of clearly established, 

readilyy enforceable commands and prohibition s nothing would stand in the way of everyone 

rapidlyy adopting all the available symbolic titles and roles in an unstoppable circulation of masks 

thatt  would soon bring the entire social edifice thunderously crashing down. And lurkin g beneath 

alll  this banal awareness the obscure intuitio n of a subject which, much like Diderot's actor, is 

bothh all and nothing, or, perhaps better, a malleable nothing which, for  that very reason, is 

capablee of becoming everything (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998b:258-259). 

II  will return to this mimetic subject soon. For  now it is important to realize how 

drasticallyy all the above was changed by the monarch's (temporary) disappearance and the civil 

conflagrationn that followed in its wake. As Ceballos' document makes clear  perhaps the new 

situation'ss most momentous consequence was the unleashing of the mimetic subject, which, in its 

closingg decades, the corporate straitjackets, and strictures of the colony already barely managed 

too contain. To give the one single yet telling example of this instability that is found in Ceballos, 

iff  the prohibitio n to bear  arms and mount horses was one of the preeminent means whereby the 
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statuss distinctions between the dominant strata and the men from the pardo population was 

maintained,, think of what became of them with the pardos astride their  galloping horses and 

sometimess even having command over  other  white troops and officers. As Ceballos graphically 

putss it, 

myy continuous meditation over  this point, Venezuela's most thorny and delicate, and that 

constantlyy worries my imagination since I was at the head of these armies, where the 

moree blackened Pardo got used to ordering the whites, treating them at least as his equals, 

havee led me to conclude that there is no other  means regarding these men than legally 

extractingg them from their  inferior  class through a privilege similar  to the referred article 

222 (Ceballos in King, 1953:537). 

Ceballoss refers here to article 22 of the Cadiz Constitution, already abolished at the time of his 

writing ,, whereby the doors of citizenship and improvement were open to those deserving Pardos 

bornn from legitimate unions, legally married and exercising some "useful trade, industry or 

profession""  (ibid:534). 

Itt  is of course impossible to know the precise shape of Ceballo's imaginings. Given the 

timess in which he was writin g and the Enlightenment convictions of the Spanish officer, I fancy 

himm however  tormented by the kind of monstrous changelings that peopled the imagination of 

onee of his most famous contemporary countrymen. If in Francisco de Goya y Lucientes' series of 

engravingss "Caprichos"  the "dream of reason produces monsters,"  one can sense the monstrosity 

lurkin gg just beneath the orderly, rationalist surface of Ceballos's text. On one level his text may 

bee read as a catalogue of the social identities from which the pardos had been barred in the past, 

rangingg from the clergy, the educational establishment and the colonial administration to 

positionss in the army and the municipal councils. The unstated assumption here is that, such as it 

was,, the stability of the late colonial order  was largely contingent on these exclusions. On 

anotherr  level, however, one or  two singularly ominous sentences in the document raise the 

specterr  of a violence so universal and complete that all and every one of the available identities 

have,, quite literally , come up for  grabs. 

Afterr  making clear  that with the pardos' wholesale participation in the wars raging in the 
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Venezuelann provinces the past of exclusions is now irreparably gone, Ceballos evokes the 

horror ss and dangers engendered by the new situation in words worth a thousand generalizations. 

Whil ee indicating that in the course of the ongoing wars the white strata has seen its ranks reduced 

fromfrom  "tw o tenths of the total population"  to "one half, or  even less"  of that number, Ceballos 

attributess this situation to 

thee barbaric insistence of both sides, equally conjured against this color  in the last war 

(ibid:535). . 

AA blast from the past, the above synthetic statement blows to smithereens all the received truths 

withh which a certain historiography has lulled its audience for  quite some time. It turns out, after 

all,, that all the grandiose claims with which the two camps justified their  actions to themselves 

andd to others and which, to this day, the bulk of nationalist historiography ceremoniously recites, 

hidd an altogether  more ominous reality. In light of the just quoted statement at least in some 

respectss all these claims may be regarded as a thin cover-up for  something altogether  quite 

different::  the private war  of extermination which pardos from both camps were busily conducting 

att  the time by singling-out the whites in the enemy camp as targets to be destroyed. The 

horrifyin gg prospects that were generated by this "fearfu l class"' awful behavior  were singularly 

acutee considering the velocity with which pardos "reproduce and augment themselves"  and 

thee discipline and ferocity which they have acquired in the cruel war  that has just ended, 

andd to which (they) have contributed almost the totality of the forces in the two parties 

(ibid). . 

Givenn the awful premises the conclusion which Ceballos' document set out to defend, i.e., the 

needd to improve the civil rights of the most "deserving"  among the pardos if the Monarchy was to 

retainn its hold over  the Venezuelan territories, almost goes without saying (ibid). 

Nott  just in Venezuela but all throughout the Americas the final ruin of the monarchy 

largelyy followed from its unwillingness or  inabilit y to follow the advise of people like Ceballos 

andd other  Spanish officers like him which, everywhere, were keenly aware of the vexed circum-
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stancess on the ground. To give an idea of how desperate things, indeed, were I wish now to focus 

brieflyy on the picture of universal violence which Ceballos deftly conjures so as to raise the 

possibilityy of whether such violence may not be, after all, the most apposite backdrop for the 

threateningg mimesis with which the entire document arguably wrestles. It is true that in the text 

thee only recognizable instance of such mimetic threat is the reference to pardos riding the horses 

thatt hitherto had been reserved for the whites and usurping the commanding roles, which, until 

then,, had been the exclusive preserve of high-ranking white officers. Yet against the backdrop of 

thee colonial order as it is summarily described in the text this one single example takes on a truly 

emblematicc status. 

Indeed,, as portrayed in the document, the colonial order was above all an order of tightly 

policedd hegemonic identities, all of which rigidly codified and diligently protected and 

maintained.. As with every other colonial situation, such an order was contingent on what Partha 

Chatterjeee has called the "rule of colonial difference" (Chatterjee, 1993:10) That is to say, its 

viabilityy demanded that the world of the rulers was rigidly demarcated from that of the ruled: 

onlyy such a continuously enforced demarcation could generate the scarcity that was the 

preconditionn for the perpetuation of the rulers' hallowed roles and identities. Given these 

premises,, what worst violence than the mimetic usurpation by the ruled, in this case the pardos, 

off  their rulers' rarefied social personas? Would not such a usurpation lay to waste through 

proliferationn and parodie mimicry the very economic principles on which the entire social order 

rested? ? 

Inn light of the preceding considerations the horse-riding pardos of Ceballos' document 

appearss as much more than just one possible example in the text among many other possible ones 

off  a more diffuse violence. Against such a backdrop their transgressive galloping assumes all its 

valuee as a textual emblem not of violence tout court but of the specific kind of violence that, with 

suchh "discipline and ferocity," the Pardos were methodically dispensing at the time. Perhaps 

moree than just symbolizing violence it is more precise to say that such an 'example' disturbingly 

disclosess in the text, hence its emblematic status, the horrifying extent to which violence and 

mimicryy were inextricably intertwined in the internecine wars that were consuming the 

Venezuelann provinces. So intertwined in fact that, as in some unholy mix of the visceral with the 
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symbolic,, killin g whites and usurping their  identities were both interrelated dimensions of one 

andd the same kind of universal violence. 

Att  the very least, such a hypothesis has the merit of clarifyin g why, from the perspective 

off  the established order, such violence was experienced and perceived as a trul y universal and 

catastrophicc event. Indeed only a violence not just merely physical but also simultaneously 

symbolicc could possibly assume such apocalyptic overtones. Now is there any other  act more 

simultaneouslyy physical and symbolic than killin g the white rulers so as to rob their  identities, 

especiallyy since it is around such identities that the entire rulin g order  so crucially pivoted? It is 

reasonss such as these that have led me to believe that when Ceballos was writin g it was not just 

thee identities of the few high-ranking white officers but the entire available repertoire of rulin g 

identitiess that was open to mimetic seizure, and that it largely was the fear  of this wholesale 

usurpationn that accounts for  the sense of urgency and alarm in his document. Given the kind of 

sociall  order  that this was and with the whites so methodically butchered in the fields, like some 

frenziedd search for  scalps some such wholesale usurpation of the whites' still lukewarm personas 

mustt  have been going on at the time. The product of mimetic violence, such a wholesale 

usurpationn is itself amply suggested by a whole host of other  contemporary testimonies besides 

thee document by Ceballos, some of which were mentioned in the previous chapter; among these, 

thee earlier  alluded anxieties concerning imitation voiced by some of the nation's main founding 

fatherss are not among the least revealing. 

Thiss being the case, is it too far-fetched to say that it is precisely the specter  of such a 

wholesalee usurpation, of a universally destabilizing mimesis that haunts the very borders of 

Ceballos''  document? I believe not. From the insistence with which it conjures the hegemonic 

orderr  of colonial identities only to, then, have it unravel through the mimetic violence of droves 

off  horse-raiding pardos—a violence that, as I have argued, given the textual context assumes a 

trul yy emblematic status—everything in this document eerily suggests such a possibility. Given all 

off  this am I not, then, justified to discern the stirring s of a menacing specter  just beneath the 

surfacee of those very sentences where, in a characteristically Enlightenment imagery, Ceballos 

alludess to the Pardos' serial reproductive capacities or  to the ominous "disciplin e and ferocity" 

withh which this "fearfu l class"  behaves in the war? Is not the machine-like butchery of this 
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serialized,serialized, anonymous army very much like a textual phantasm, something like a spectral brown 

tidee rising from the very borders of Ceballos' text ready to engulf it just like the pardo masses 

were,, at the time, threatening to engulf and erase the social order which the text was so anxiously 

urgingg to renew and restore? 

Inn any case, Ceballos himself lets us know just how high was mimesis on his mind. Is it 

nott precisely this what he is saying when he declares that that which most "constantly worried" 

hiss "imagination," the very "point" on which he most "continuously meditated (...) since he was 

att the Head of the Armies" was the pardos newly gained awareness of all that which "they are 

capablee of1 (Ceballos in King, 1953:536)? This suspicion is distinctly confirmed when in the 

veryy next sentence he goes on to illustrate this newly gained capability with the recent wars 

wheree "the most blackened Pardo became accustomed to giving orders to the whites" (ibid). As 

Lacoue-Labarthee has argued what, indeed, is mimesis if not this generalized capability of 

becomingg all things including adopting those very identities that had hitherto been reserved to re-

strictedd categories of actors, in this case to the members of the colony's white ruling strata 

(Lacoue-Labarthe,, 1998:115,129). 

Thiss unprecedented and dangerous situation of a generalized mimetic violence is, then, 

thee main explicit focus of Ceballos1 document, a situation that itself was made possible by the 

overwhelmingg pardo majority in the two armies vying for the control of thee Venezuelan territo-

ries.ries. All throughout the document, Ceballos paramount concern is, precisely, with controlling the 

horrificc mimetic violence that was released by these armies through the establishment of a 

reconfiguredd form of social order. So much so that he does not hesitate to call such a "point" 

Venezuela'ss "most thorny and delicate" (Ceballos in King, 1953:536). And, indeed, difficult to 

thinkk of anything more "delicate" and "thorny" than a situation where, to once again use Lacoue-

Labarthe'ss expression in the epigraph to this chapter, "mimesis has regained its powers," 

especiallyy given the devastation current at the time with whatever social order was left in tatters 

andd thoroughly unable to cope with any dangerous excess. 

Suchh an overwhelming preoccupation which, moreover, there are enough indications to 

suggestt was shared by many of the other whites from the colony, is in itself indicative of just how 

permeablee the boundaries between reason and phantasm had become at the time. Considering the 
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preoccupation'ss likely obsessive quality, as well as the sheer  odor  of fear  that emanates from 

thosee archival traces suggesting just how much the local elites were indeed worried by the 

colony'ss generalized mimetic violence, one is justified to think that between the 'rational '  concern 

andd its likely phantasmatic support there was but a short distance, one which the members of the 

rulin gg strata readily traversed, preferably perhaps at night. This is nothing else than thoroughly 

agreeingg with Goya's renowned quoted dictum concerning reason's ghoulish, nightmarish 

progeny.. And so I envisage Ceballos and his contemporaries often haunted by "armies"  of 

innumerablee anonymous dark faces where, much as in a malleable wax, the characteristic 

grimaces,, tics, gestures, and expressions of the white rulers' various official personas were 

momentarilyy stamped only to be washed-off and replaced by a new in a dizzying succession of 

maskedd apparitions. To say it with thee titl e of another  of Goya's famous series of engravings, in 

andd of itself such an army of changelings must have been one of the most conspicuous "disasters 

off  the war" . Given all of this, hard indeed to imagine a fate any more tryin g than Ceballos' as the 

"head""  of such treacherous "armies." 

TheThe Shattered Mirror 

Noo other  than the above mimetic violence was what Plato's "tric k of the mirror "  aimed to 

neutralize.. As analyzed by Lacoue-Labarthe this trick forms the core of all forms of speculative 

thinkin gg including the most commonly accepted versions of the Hegelian dialectics. A surface 

wheree "everything"  including the mimetician, "comes to be reflected,"  this "trick "  is a means of 

renderingg the mimetician visible so as to neutralize his or  her  own invisible mimetic powers 

(Lacoue-Labarthe,, 1998b:89-94). Ultimately at stake in all forms of theatrical specularity is 

preciselyy this "internal, "  hence thoroughly invisible capacity that all subjects have to become all 

andd everything, thereby ceaselessly disrupting the dominant symbolic and political economies. 

Sincee it is on account of their  very invisibilit y that the subject's mimetic powers consistently 

eludee the grasp of the state, it may be said that for  a certain political theology it is invisibilit y 

itselff  that is the enemy (ibid:94-95). 

Suchh an enmity explains the insistence throughout history on controlling the mimetician's 

awesomee powers by means of trapping his or  her  "own"  visible image in the reflecting surfaces 
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which,, for this purpose, are erected in the stage of the polity. Yet regardless of how insistently 

tried,, mirroring eventually fails. Even if temporarily subjects may be partially wrested away from 

theirr metamorphic wandering and brought to recognize their "true" identities in the reflecting su-

rfacess with which they are routinely presented~thus temporarily acquiescing to their status as, for 

example,, masons, carpenters, poets or cab drivers-this cannot last for ever. The reasons for this 

failuree are clear when one realizes the sleight of hand on which the "trick" is based. It replaces 

thee mimetician's "work," the subject's maddening capacity to usurp all available roles and identi-

tiess through his or her invisible copying or representing activity, by "his" or "her" own reflected 

imageimage as if the two were one and the same "thing" (ibid). 

Yett of course they are not and this is why, ultimately, the "trick" fails. While it is only 

throughh the specular reduction of the subject of representation to the represented subject or, what 

amountss to the same, of enunciation to the enunciated content that it may at all be claimed that 

thee polity's dominant roles, idealities and identities remain beyond the wear and tear of experi-

ence,, such a reduction remains a mirage. There is no difficulty understanding how crucial the 

reductionn is to the polity's stability and continuity: it is only through such a reduction of the 

mimetician'ss "disquieting and prodigious powers" to his or her "own" putative image as that 

whichh the mimetic subject not only "is" but also, mirror in hand, "does" or, better yet, "reflects" 

thatt one can possibly say that his or her own representing activity contaminates nothing leaving 

everythingg untouched. Recast as resting "upon a play of mirrors" and therefore amounting to 

"nothing~orr nearly nothing," a mere doubling of what is already there, the ceaseless invisible 

copyingg or representing whereby subjects adopt or acquiesce to the ruling idealities while 

ceaselesslyy refiguring them is reduced to a mere doubling or mirroring which leaves everything 

unchangedd (ibid). Thus recast, that without which the transmission and perpetuation of any 

dominantt order is ultimately unthinkable, i.e., these subjects' very own representing activity is, in 

otherr words, robbed of all consequence. It is this neutralization of the subject, or, what amounts 

too the same, of the subject's invisible representing capacities that is specularity's most wondrous 

achievement. . 

Needlesss to say, thus "torpedoed, immobilized, put into catalepsy" the subject is rendered 

"strange.""  Such a "strange subject" is, indeed 
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unheimlich,unheimlich, as the image in a mirror , the double, the living being made into a thing (the 

animatedd inanimate)~or  even (why not?) as that other  kind of double that deceives re-

gardingg its "life" : the mechanical doll or  automaton (ibid). 

Whenn Lacoue-Labarthe adds "living-statues"  to the list the extent to which the Venezuelan 

'tribunes''  belong to the above company of the living-dead is more than apparent (ibid:93). Were 

nott  these 'tribunes' expected to perform in the stage of the polity precisely as such "livin g 

statues",, i.e., as a collection of exemplary figures reflecting the 'ideal'  as timeless and unchanging 

whilee nonetheless imbuing it with the modicum of life needed for  such an 'ideal'  to animate the 

polity?? The extent to which in Venezuela the ruler' s statues could perform as the ruler' s very own 

living-deadd substitutes is clear  from a caricature from the time of Guzman, the late nineteenth 

centuryy Venezuelan ruler  which I addressed in the first chapter  of this dissertation. In it, one of 

thee statues that Guzmen had his followers erect for  himself during one of his periods in power 

mayy be seen crossing swords with the main leader  of the opposition (Zawisza, 1989:24). And 

duringg roughly the same period at least one Venezuelan tailor  is known to have conversed in a 

theaterr  play with one of his shop's mannequins as if with the president/ruler  himself (Bolet 

Peraza,, 1963:105). 

Butt  returning to mirroring' s political effects it is important to realize that, regardless of 

howw spectacularly successful it mayy episodically be, if mirrorin g eventually fails this is because 

thee subject's specular  image is not the subject "itself,"  only one of its many possible masks, that 

whichh the hegemonic order  has selected as this subject's "true"  identity. Intrinsicall y theatrical, 

suchh specularity is predicated on a strict economy of presences and absences whereby what is re-

presentedd in the stage is assumed to be absent here and fully present elsewhere. Yet no such neat 

economyy applies to the subject. Neither  fully present nor  entirely absent, the subject instead 

invisiblyy "desists"  from whatever  identity or  roles it temporarily adopts, "desistance"  being the 

termm used by Derrida to refer  to Lacoue-Labarthe's theory of the subject (Derrida, 1989:1-2). 

Nothingg but a "nativ e infirmity, "  the Lacoue-Labarthian subject is a "jack of all trades," 

ann infinit e plasticity or  "wax"  with no identity which may be properly called its own (Lacoue-

Labarthe,, 1998b: 115). It is due to this very lack that this subject must identify, readily adopting 

anyy of the social roles or  identities that serially come its way. Only through such an identification 
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iss the subject able to achieve any temporary identity, no matter  how fragile or  precarious that may 

be.. Since, however, the tie between the subject and any such identity is purely contingent, not 

existingg any necessary match between the two, the subject irrepressibly desists trading one 

identityy for  the next within the discursive exchanges in which all subjects are unavoidably 

enmeshed.. Something like an infinit y of circulation where, through irrepressible citation, any 

stablee order  unavoidably flounders the subject's desistance puts scare quotes around any 

putativelyy original and unchanging identities including "his"  or  "her"  own (ibid: 127-130). 

Al ll  of the above is just another  way of alluding to the subject's preinscription by the 

signifier,, the fact that such a subject is forever  preceded by a signifying chain vis-a-vis which 

"he""  or  "she"  is always in delay and which belatedly defines "her"  (ibid: 127,133). For  Plato the 

primordia ll  scene of this preinscription were the tales that mothers and nurses tell to infants in 

theirr  care. Inaugurating a vertiginous metonymie sliding of the subject across all of these tales' 

fabulouss beings, which, much like "types"  leave their  "stamp"  on the infant's soul momentarily 

shapingg it, such a scene amounted to the original disappropriation of the subject. It was, in other 

words,, the effeminacy from which the 'guardians' had to be rescued by means of the 'masculine' 

educationn afforded by the state (ibid:98-1001, 126-127). 

Butt  in Plato the above primordia l scene yields to a more terrifyin g mimetic rivalr y and 

violencee where the ominous consequences of the subject's native infirmit y are more readily 

apparent.. Amounting to something like an original ground of sociality, even if not necessarily 

conceptualizedd as such this mimetic violence is ultimately the reason why, since Plato at least 

andd all the way up to such contemporary thinkers as Zizek or  Laclau, social order  has been 

regardedd to be such a problem. Without sharing this author's (Christian) belief on a final 

revelationn of mimesis, Lacoue-Labarthe borrows from Girard in order  to account for  the 

workingss of this kind of violence. 

Ass presented by Lacoue-Labarthe, in Girard' s theory "every desire is desire for  the desire 

off  the other,"  therefore, from the beginning, mimesis is the very "origi n of desire"  (ibid: 102). A 

primordia ll  nothingness, the subject only achieves consistency through the mimetic appropriation 

off  what the other  already "is"  and desires. This means subjects are always already entangled in a 

triangularr  desiring structure "infused with hatred and rivalry "  where 
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noo desire is ever  forged that does not at once desire the death or  the disappearance of the 

modell  or  exemplary personage that gave rise to it. This is why, for  Girard , "mimesis 

meetss violence and violence redoubles mimesis" (ibid). 

Al ll  this is to say that "every society (...) is built upon the ground—and the threat—of a generalized 

statee of competition,"  made ever  more poignant by desire's wish for  "difference and autonomy, 

thee proper  and property."  In other  words, afflicted with the dread of loosing itself though 

identificationn with the other  which is its source, 

desire'ss obsession is originality , desire wants its origin negated and its essence forgotten 

(ibid). . 

Nott  until the final chapter  of this dissertation will we witness a situation where the 

subject'ss dizzying mimetic drif t reaches trul y universal, cataclysmic dimensions. So cataclysmic 

indeedd that, made possible by the endless proliferatio n of characters or  "types"  which 

globalizationn makes available, in its wake at least one postcolonial state threatens with 

unraveling.. But one does not need to wait until then to realize that, far  from what theorists of the 

'societyy of the spectacle' such as Debord and Baudrillar d imply, virtualit y is not what befalls 

societyy after  the 'really-real'  of a more pristine, prelapsarian condition. Rather, it is precisely due 

too the subjects' "nativ e infirmity, "  their  ineradicable original lack, that they are always already 

miredd in virtuality . Whatever  passing identities subjects manage to achieve they must seize from 

thee other(s) in the agonistic mimetic borrowing of images and masks out of which their 

evanescentt  identities are ongoingly made. Steeped in rivalry  and violence, it is this competitive 

borrowingg that is the treacherous quicksand on which every social order  precariously stands. 

AA Politics of Exemplarity 

Iss not all the preceding reminiscent of the "deadly universal seduction"  which, in the 

previouss chapter, the drafters of the 1812 report from the Caracas Muncipal Council so 

thoroughlyy decried as revolution's most poisonous gift? Amounting to a "theatr e anterieur" 
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(Lacou-Labarthe,, 2000:112-113; also 1998b: 112-113), it is the "seduction"  rampant in society's 

spectacularr  origins that calls for  the second-order  theater  capable, much like fire with fire, of 

fightingfighting  this origin' s "terrorizin g instability" . As was suggested towards the end of the previous 

chapterr  it all comes down to theatrical machinery, to the erection of the political as an enclosed, 

segregatedd domain where representation, "construed as secondary, signifies the loss of the 

originaryy effectivity, of the origin itself'  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998b: 109). Only thus this fearful 

"effectivity, ""  the 

unstablee homoiosis that circulates endlessly between inadequate resemblance and 

resemblingg inadequation, confounding memory as well as sight 

may,, at least for  a while, be somewhat arrested (ibid: 121). As they are made to recognize their 

"true, ""  "exemplary"  identities in the reflecting surfaces contrived by the polity subjects may be 

momentarilyy distracted away from the restless wandering where their  "true"  face remains forever 

elusive,, refracted as it is amidst the potentially endless gallery of mirror s which serially precedes 

them. . 

Thiss 'politic s of exemplarity', as one may call it, is not new, in any case it was extensively 

practicedd in the dawn of the bourgeois era as the late absolutist 'cult of great men' was 

increasinglyy put to wider  political uses (Anderson, 2001:739-749; Bell, 2001 a: 107-139; 

2001b:705-738;;  Bonnet, 2001:689-704; Hargrove, 1989:7-51; Neefs, 2001:627-629,750-769, 

Schroder,, 2001:666-668). In every case such uses were dictated by quite dangerous and urgent 

circumstances.. Both in Europe and elsewhere the public insistence on the exemplary value of 

certainn representative figures as preeminent foci of inspiration and identification was not an 

isolatedd phenomenon. It went hand in hand with the need to erect a domain of political 

representation,, a representative form of democracy capable of replacing the "direct "  kind, which 

bothh urban and rural masses were practicing with so much reckless brio at the time. 

Recentlyy David Lloyd and Paul Thomas have traced the emergence at the end of the 

eighteenthh century and all throughout the nineteenth of a "cultura l politics"  aimed at turning the 

untutoredd and disenfranchised masses into an enlightened citizenry. Marked by the convergence 

duringg this period and "withi n the concept of representation"  (Lloyd and Thomas, 1998:5) itself 
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off  the hitherto parallel domains of "culture "  and the "state,"  such a politics arose in response to 

thee "terror "  which, if nothing else then at least spectrally, the French Revolution had released all 

acrosss Europe and in overseas dominions like Venezuela. All of the period's major  political 

constructss were haunted by this terror , and its traces are clearly discernible in the just mentioned 

"cultura ll  politics"  that was emergent in England in the aftermath of the revolution. Articulated in 

thee writing s of Coleridge, Wordsworth and, especially, Arnold such a politics assigned "aesthetic 

culture""  the role of mediating 

betweenn a disenfranchised populace and a state to which they must in time be assimilated 

(ibid:5). . 

Att  stake in all of this was using cultural means in order  to erect a separate aesthetic and 

morall  domain of representation where the clashing sectional interests of 'society' could be 

'universally''  represented. In every case, it was a matter  of having the masses acquiesce to being 

representedd by otherss while giving up their  impulse to instantly "represent themselves,"  and, to 

bringg about this result, "culture "  was the chosen instrument. Culture, in other  words, was charged 

withh institutin g a spatial and temporal gap between the represented and the sphere of representa-

tionn capable of somewhat defusing the "originar y effectivity"  of which Lacoue-Labarthe so 

eloquentlyy speaks. What is crucial for  my purposes here is the realization that such a 

culturall  politics (...) turns upon the exemplary person (Coleridge's "parson"  or persona 

exemplarisexemplaris and Wordsworth poet) who comes to represent "man in general"  by virtu e of a 

painstakinglyy cultivated disinterest (ibid:6). 

Suchh a craving for  universality cannot be adequately understood apart from the urgent 

contemporaryy need to generate "consensual grounds"  in societies riven by intractable 

antagonisms.. Hence the canonization by means of a wide range of "cultural "  practices, including 

stagedd public appearances and performances as well as a profuse panoply of literary and 

iconographicc representations, of those "virtuou s males"  that were publicly paraded at the time as 

universaTss most exemplary embodiments (ibid:6-22). For  reasons that will be immediately 
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apparent,, thus embodied and made widely available as a shared object of devotion and identi-

fication,, universality was expected to provide the common ground where beyond sectional 

interestss everyone could meet recognizing each other  as members of the same unified 

collectivity. . 

Itt  is important at this point to realize that if according to the above "cultura l politics" 

thesee exemplary figures were capable of inspiring devotion this was not because, as special 

beings,, they possessed any unique trait s separating them from the rest of humanity. Devotion 

ratherr  followed from these figures' capacity to stand for  the general public as this public's most 

virtuous,, exalted representatives. This is, of course, to say that perceived similarity , not differ-

ence,, was the real source of the public's ongoing allegiance and devotion. To root devotion on 

representationn is, in other  words, to foreground perception, the public's ability to 'see' a distinct 

similarit yy between itself and its virtuous representatives as the preeminent source of political 

efficacy.. Needless to say, without such a perceived similarit y between the represented and its 

variouss representatives no representational link is ultimately thinkable. And, since for  such a 

similarit yy to be generally perceived it must be publicly displayed as an object of shared 

contemplationn and emulation, it clearly follows that the period's cultural politics was ultimately a 

politicss of the spectacle. 

Inn the end, it all came down to a certain kind of seeing. One could call it a fetishism of the 

gaze,, if one did not already know how closely interconnected, in all instances, fetishism and the 

gazee really are. The way it was meant to work is through the reduction of a messy and conflictual 

psychologicall  reality to a visible object, which, like Arnold' s "best self,"  was assumed to exist 

withinwithin  all individuals even if it was without, in the public political world, where it assumed its 

mostt  perfect visible embodiment. Visibilit y was, indeed, crucial. Only as such a visible, public 

objectt  could everyone's "best self'  become the common denominator  that it already had the 

capacityy to be even if only contradictoril y so, buried as this "self was beneath the maze of 

conflictingg desires, interests and motivations which kept both the soul and the community 

constantlyy at war  (ibid: 116-120). That is, if under  such tryin g circumstances to even talk of 

anythingg like a community makes sense. 

Suchh a visibilit y is, precisely, what the community's exemplary figures were supposed to 
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publiclyy deliver. Appearing before the public as the most perfect embodiment and manifestation 

off  everyone's "best self,"  it was by focusing as spectators on these virtuous representatives as on 

thatt  which beyond any existing divisions they all already shared, that individuals could all come 

togetherr  as an assembled community. In other  words, provided that the right kind of 

contemplationcontemplation was enforced, every single member of such an audience/community should be 

ablee to readily recognize that what the exemplary figures re-presented in public was that which, 

noo matter  how obscurely, was already present in each and every one of them. Namely, their 

"best""  or  "ethical"  self which, much as a common denominator, they all already possessed even if 

inn an obscure, contradictory fashion. In giving exceptional access to that which even if 

unknowinglyy everyone ultimately shared, such a specular  contemplation therefore may be said to 

havee amounted in principl e to nothing less than the ongoing (re) discovery of the very grounds of 

community.. Since it would also presumably enable every single member of the assembled public 

too mimetically identify with his or  her  virtuous representativess it was, beyond the restricted 

momentt  of the spectacle, the very perpetuation of the community that itself hung on such a 

collectivee form of specularity. Indeed, as a means of self-modeling, contemplative specularity 

guaranteedd that in their  otherwise heterogeneous and unique circumstances beyond the spectacle 

thee spectator/citizens would recreate the commonality that was revealed to them during the 

spectaclee (ibid:53-58). 

Fromm the above it should be clear  how much the 'exemplarity effect'-which authors such 

ass Woodsworth or  Arnold so eagerly sought as the means of instillin g a previously lacking and 

muchh needed sense of community-was thoroughly contingent on specularity and the theatre. In 

theirr  normative dimensions both 'self and 'community' were, for  this brand of politics, the after-

effectss of a certain kind of theater, the bourgeois kind. It is Schiller  in Germany who perhaps best 

articulatedd the theatrical underpinnings of the kind of "cultura l politics"  that, even when not 

namedd as such, was nevertheless extensively practiced at the time as part of the representative 

democraciess that emerged in the wake of the French revolution and as an antidote to its terror . 

Accordingg to Schiller, the goal of such a politics was to realize the desired identity between the 

'ideal''  or  'ethical'  Man, potentially present in everyone, and the state as this Man's universal 

representative.. It was because of the state's status as 
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thee objective and, as it were, canonical form in which all the diversity of individual 

subjectss strives to unite 

thatt  it was capable of representing humanity's shared "archetype"  (ibid:47). 

Whil ee for  Schiller  it was the role of culture generally to "cultivate"  the identity between 

suchh an ideal 'Man' and the state, he foregrounded the theatrical stage as the one cultural means 

throughh which such a goal could be most effectively pursued. For  him theater  was the "paradigm 

forr  the formation of an ethical citizenry"  because, as a "self-consciously (..) public institution" 

(ibid:53),, the theatrical stage 

synthesizess (...) the privacy of the contemplative aesthetic subject and the gathering of a 

numberr  of such subjects around a common object (...) a singular  object around which 

dividedd subjects can come together  (ibid:54). 

Thee stage shared both "geography and narrative assumptions"  with at least one other 

contemporaryy cultural institution, the "classroom or  lecture room,"  which also played an 

extraordinaril yy important role in the formation of a bourgeois citizenry. Both the 'stage' and the 

'classroom''  were sites where 

fundamentallyy identical beings meet in their  divided individualit y to come together  in a 

unityy produced in relation to a common object of attention (ibid:54). 

Andd in both instances 

itt  is as if the lines of sight that connects them to a common object also connects them in a 

commonn identification. But the condition of possibility for that identification is the fact 

that,that, as they unite, they unite in the same form, as spectators (ibid:56 ~ my emphasis). 

Althoughh perhaps not as paradigmatically, a number  of the other  cultural practices and 

institution ss that were emergent in the wake of the French revolution exhibited assumptions and 
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formall  properties similar  to those found in both the 'stage' and the 'classroom'. Such, for  example, 

weree the literar y 'galleries' of exemplary figures that were written during the nineteenthh century 

onn several Latin American nations as part of the local efforts to enshrine a collection of 

'illustriou ss males' as these new nation's virtuous representatives (Shumway, 1991:190-192; 

Tejera,, 1973). Of all places it is not Latin America but London where one would have to go in 

orderr  to find a strikin g institutional expression of the kinds of spectatorial competence, 

ideologicall  assumptions and spatio-temporal co-ordinates that were presupposed by these various 

literar yy 'galleries'. I am referring, of course, to London's National Portrait Gallery where, just by 

walkingg along the institution' s corridors, cast as spectators visitors are expected to find their 

'ideal''  selves as part of the community of the nation refracted in the endless galleries of portrait s 

thatt  were displayed along the institution' s corridors. Established in 1856 (Barlow, 1997:221), one 

couldd call this institution a monument to the subject's preinscription by the signifier  provided that 

onee adds that, as with most monuments, what is being monumentalized (i.e., the subject) is 

simultaneouslyy robbed of part of its power. 

Givenn how central the category of the 'spectator'  was in the representational forms 

consideredd above, it is not surprising to find the term profusely used in the main founding texts 

off  the Venezuelan nation. As mentioned in the previous chapter  this was, for  example, the term 

whichh in many of the written documents from the First Venezuelan Congress is used insistently 

too refer  to some of the main institutions politicall y active at the time, most notably the Sociedad 

Patriotica.. Each time it was a matter  of reserving for  Congress its role as the exclusive site where, 

beyondd periods of elections, the practice of politics was legitimate. As for  institutions such as the 

'Sociedadd Patriotica' or  the Municipal Councils, for  reasons that were explored in the previous 

chapter,, they were restricted in principl e to the role of passive 'spectators' of the political 

spectaclee produced in the segregated domain of political representation. Regardless of what their 

actuall  behavior  was, normatively at least the active political contribution of these institutions was 

confinedd to periods of elections, when they were expected to select the nation's representatives, 

orr  to the offering of advise whenever  they were asked to do so by the main governing bodies. 

Thee above considerations should suggest how constitutive the widespread use of practices 

off  representation in a broad range of fields was to the kind of political settlements that were 
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emergentt in both sides of the Atlantic on the eve of our bourgeois form of modernity. This point 

hass been persuasively argued for Europe by Lloyd and Thomas, who call attention to the "striking 

consistency""  between the "structure of representation" in fields like literature, philosophy or 

historiography,, on the one hand, and the "theory of the representative in political theory" on the 

otherr (Lloyd and Thomas, 1998:6). Somethingg similar may be said of what went on in the new 

nationss born from the disintegration of the Spanish Empire in the Americas. Also there a broad 

rangee of discursive practices, from literature and historiography to politics proper, were all 

inflectedd by one and the same overarching political goal. Namely, the constitution of a passive 

citizenryy willin g to delegate on a few political or cultural agents as their representatives, thereby 

givingg up their ambitions to "instantly represent themselves". 

PoliticsPolitics or bio-politics? 

Givenn how foundational practices of representation (as well as the 'politics of 

exemplarity'' which went along with them) were to both Europe's and Hispanic America's 

modernitiess and to the polities that, in both areas, emerged from the ruins of absolutism, one 

questionn immediately arises. Namely, why has political modernity followed such strikingly 

differentt paths in both sides of the Atlantic so that, for example, while in Europe (or the United 

States)) at least until recently representation became more or less routinized, loosing a good deal 

off  its original neoclassical luster, in Latin America something quite different happened? Indeed, 

withh differences of degree, the politics of most Latin American nations to this day continue 

revolvingg around the neoclassical cult of the 'exemplary figure' and the kind of representational 

practicess on which such a cult is contingent. 

Ass if they were forever frozen in an inaugural moment of modernity in these nations 

politicss seems to agonistically return to the same archetypal 'scene': the theatrical moment when, 

muchh like a living monument, the exemplary 'representative' addresses his 'represented' audience 

fromm the brightly-lit stage of the polity. In this kind of politics of which, for historical reasons, 

Venezuelaa constitutes a striking instance, the practice of representation to this day retains its 

anxious,, agonistic quality. So anxious and agonistic in fact that, as was suggested in the previous 

chapter,, in Latin America and, singularly so, in Venezuela the very bodies of the representatives 
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havee congealed in the exemplary pose of the monument. 

Whil ee the neoclassic rhetoric of the monument was intrinsi c to the representational 

practicess that were everywhere constitutive of the inaugural forms of modernity, in Latin 

Americaa such rhetorics went thoroughly haywire. Indeed, taking over  the representatives' very 

flesh,, gestures, verbal expressions and demeanors, this rhetoric still inflects the public spaces of 

what,, to this day, essentially remain "notabiliar y regimes". It is not just, however, the agonistic 

anxietyy with which the practices of representation are reiterated as a means of sustaining its 

claimss over  a less than convinced constituency that should be noticed. Equally important is the 

relativee frequency with which, in Latin America, such practices plainly collapse in the midst of a 

resurgentt  chaos where the "terrorizin g instability"  of the origin once again erupts. 

Thee story was different in Europe where, as mentioned before, over  time and until 

recentlyy representation became routinized to the point of political delegation becoming one of 

thosee automatic reflexes with which essentially passive citizenries perpetuate the established 

sociopoliticall  orders. A good indication of the just mentioned routinization is that until not long 

agoo something as consubstantial to the practice of representation as the distinction between 

'public''  and 'private' domains still survived in Europe, or, for  that matter, the United States with 

thee solidity of a fact of nature. This is not to say, however, that political delegation has always 

beenn such an automatic reflex among the various European peoples. As a matter  of fact, it has 

not.. As the 1848 revolutions that swept the continent at the time or  the events of the 1871 

Communee in Paris clearly attest, at least for  a good while in Europe representation retained a 

highlyy contestable status. Yet increasingly over  time and more conclusively towards the end of 

thee nineteenth century most European nations achieved what may be described as acceptable 

levelss of government. By and large, and no matter  how rocky the starts were or  how virulent the 

politicall  crises that periodically shook the continent, in Europe (and in North America) the idea 

thatt  the state through its representatives speaks for  the whole nation gradually gained acceptance. 

Ass a result, representation became routinized as the common sense way in which essentially 

'private''  citizens choose their  'public'  representatives, thereby acquiescing to being represented by 

them. . 

Onee way of addressing the difference is by focusing on Lloyd and Thomas' "paradox"  of 
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representation,, and on why it played itself out so differently and with such strikingly different 

resultss on either side of the Atlantic divide. Speaking about Europe, and more specifically 

England,, the authors argue that across both 'cultural' and 'political' domains the practice of 

representationn everywhere succumbed 

too the same paradox, namely, that the representative is empowered in the name of certain 

specificc interests (or passions) only in order that those interests may be sublated in the 

formall  universality of culture or the state (ibid:6). 

Noo other was the fate that awaited representation in the new nations of Latin America. Even if 

thee means were somewhat less spectacular—although, as I have suggested, at least the Venezue-

lann representatives had a way of making up for this relative paucity of means by insistently 

puttingg their own bodies on the (monumentalizing) line—also in Latin America the practice of 

representationn was pursued across a wide range of fields no less enthusiastically than in Europe 

andd for very much the same political reasons. And, as much as in Europe, also there a stubborn 

paradoxicall  tension between the universal and the particular gnawed at these practices with 

resultss that, at least for a while, were not unlike those obtaining in the old continent. 

Indeed,, both in Europe and in Spanish America the unresolved tension afflicting the 

spheree of political representation was an ongoing source of turbulence. At least for a while, the 

claimedd universality of the state as the representative of the whole nation was regularly 

contradictedd in both regions by the more or less glaring evidence of the sectional interests to 

whichh state representatives were actually beholden. The just mentioned events of 1848 and 1871 

inn Europe clearly indicate the devastating levels that, in the past, such an unresolved tension 

actuallyy reached in that part of the world. As for Latin America, the endemic crisis of governme-

ntalityntality which to this day affects virtually all countries of the area, and which is right now having 

ann especially virulent manifestation with the Chavez regime in Venezuela, are clear indications 

off  the extent to which such devastating effects continue ravaging the present. 

Inn order to account for the differences one may begin by asking how well in either side of 

thee Atlantic did such practices meet the "condition of possibility" which, according to Lloyd and 

Thomas,, representation must meet in order to be successful. As these authors put it in a passage 
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quotedd before, for  "one and the same representation"  to successfully join a "number  of individu-

als""  in a "common identification"  it is essential that such individuals "unit e in the same form, as 

spectators""  (ibid:56). Now, as we recall from the theatrical paradigm that was articulated towards 

thee end of the previous chapter, spectatorship is itself a function of the theatrical apparatus. For 

individual ss to become spectators they must be first immobilized as part of an audience where 

eachh is assigned to a unique place from where in the company of others he or  she watches the 

spectacle.. A totalizing and individualizin g procedure, only from such an immobilized position 

cann everyone's gaze be lifted away from their  dangerous pursuits and desires and upwards 

towardss the 'ideal', which a few exemplary figures so dazzlingly embody on the stage of the 

polity.. As should be clear  by now, in the end it was all a matter  of having everyone give up their 

dangerouss mimetic drif t in exchange for  their  'tru e self which these exemplary figures visibly 

reflectedd in the political stage as the audience's shared object of contemplation and emulation. 

Noww one crucial way in which the political orders that succeeded absolutist rule on either 

sidee of the Atlanti c remarkably differed is in their  relative ability to immobilize subjects so as to 

constitutee them into passive spectators. Given how indispensable such an immobilization was for 

thee representative political forms that were at the time emergent in both Europe (and the United 

States)) and in Latin America, focusing on these differential abilities should yield insight into the 

twoo regions' distinctive modernities. The situation for  Europe may be grasped in terms of the 

twin,, complementary approaches developed by Foucault in order  to account for  the epochal 

changess occurring in Europe, especially France, in the wake of the French revolution, and which 

thee term modernity conveniently glosses. One of these approaches, Foucault's "microphysics of 

power,""  deals with the forms of power/knowledge, the 'techniques of power' that are exerted on 

individuall  subjects within specific institutions such as schools, prisons or  factories. The other, 

"macrophysicall  approach,"  his studies in governmentality, focused on the practices of 

government,, the forms of governmental rationalit y aimed at 

governingg populations of subjects at the level of a political sovereignty over  an entire 

societyy (Gordon, 1991:4). 

Forr  Foucault no essential discontinuity separated the two twin approaches since each, at 
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itss own level, focused on those practices and techniques through which power gains a hold on 

individuall  subjects and human collectivities to the point of constituting both. In this regard, his 

laterr focus on forms of governmental rationality did not entail a return under a new name of that 

oldd warhorse of both liberal and marxist political analysis, the state. Indeed, for Foucault "the 

statee has no essence," is not a naturally occurring object exhibiting "essential properties and 

propensities""  such as the "propensity to grow and to swallow up or colonize everything outside 

itself.""  Rather, according to him 

thee nature of the institution of the state is (..) a function of changes in practices of 

government,, rather than the converse. Political theory attends too much to institutions, 

andd too littl e to practices (ibid). 

Whetherr through his focus on practices Foucault succeeds in doing away with all reifications, 

includingg the state, or whether, as Derrida insists, the relations between the 'empirical' and the 

transcendental'' are considerably more aporetic than Foucault allows for is not something that I 

cann address here. Whatever one makes of his anti-state stance, and I do believe that as a potent 

fetishh the state is pregnant with all sorts of practical consequences, what is in any case clear is 

thee extraordinary productivity of Foucault's style of analysis. 

Foucaultt explicitly addressed the complementarity between his dual approaches to power 

ass early as 1976, when in his first volume to the History of sexuality he used the term 'biopower' 

too "designate a politics (..) concerned with subjects as members of a population" (ibid:4-5— 

author'ss emphasis). Meaning 'each and all', the formula 'Omnes et Singulatim' with which he 

namedd one of his published lectures (Foucault, 1981) aptly summarizes the totalizing and 

individualizingg tendencies which according to him, who regarded the development with 

considerablee apprehension, characterizes historically the practice of government in the West 

(ibid:3).. A crucial inflection in this history was traced by one of Foucault's students, Jacques 

Donzelot,, in an important work whose title, L 'invention du Social, already designates the 

mutationss which the Western practice of government underwent in various European nations, 

especiallyy France, during the nineteenth century (Donzelot: 1984). As his title suggests, according 

too Donzelot it was the invention in the second half of the nineteenth century of the 'social' as a 
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distinctivee discursive entity which brought about the mutation from a an older  to a newer  form of 

governmentall  rationalit y which is still with us today. The older  practice of 'police' had positioned 

thee absolutist state as an autonomous agent vis-a-vis the population of the realm, regarded as a 

transparentt  environment for  this state's ongoing interventions. As a form of governmental 

rationality ,, police government had its days numbered once a novel discursive regime came into 

beingg that invested the 'social'  with an opacity that irrevocably placed it beyond the state's reach 

andd designs. Indeed, concerned with drawing "endless lists and classifications"  regarding 

'religion' ,, 'customs', 'health', 'foods', tüghways', 'the sciences', 'commerce', 'servants' or  'poverty' 

(Gordon,, 1991:10), to name just a few of the areas which preoccupied the absolutist practice of 

police,, for  this form of governmentality "th e whole royal government (was) like a great city,"  a 

full yy transparent and "visibl e grid of communication"  (ibid:20). 

Itt  was precisely this visibilit y and transparency that, according to Donzelot, all but 

vanishedd once 'liberalism' became instituted as the dominant form of governmentality in the nine-

teenthh century. As a form of government 'liberalism' indeed discarded the previous emphasis on 

visibilit yy and transparency affirmin g 

insteadd the necessarily opaque, dense autonomous character  of the processes of 

population.. It remains, at the same time, preoccupied with the vulnerabilit y of these 

samee processes, with thee need to enframe them in 'mechanisms of security'  (ibid:20). 

Again,, I cannot adjudicate here on whether  practices of 'police' typified the everyday workings of 

thee ancien régime before it succumbed to revolutionary forces or  whether  such practices had 

pridee of place primaril y in the numerous 'reason of state' treatises written at the time, as well as in 

aa few restricted areas of government. In any case, as I have argued before, at least for  the Spanish 

monarchyy police government was more desideratum than reality, with the Bourbons' absolutist 

initiativess being continuously refracted through the prism of a 'pactist'  imaginary which, to the 

veryy end, at least in some crucial respects regulated the relations between the King and his sub-

jects. . 

Cruciall  to my argument here, however, is the fact that Donzelot cites from an 1820 "draf t 

laww on factory regulations"  from France (ibid:25) in order  to illustrat e the changes in forms of 
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govemmentality.. While drawing attention to the state's inability to regulate "all the details of 

production""  due to "the varied nature of industrial occupations," the draft calls for the delegation 

off  the regulating activities on "those in charge of the conduct of labor" (Donzelot in Gordon:25). 

Promptedd by a newly discovered opacity of the 'social', this 

systemm of delegated, legally mandated private authority (..) in fact accurately foreshadow 

bothh reality and the rationale of the French industrial system for most of the nineteenth 

centuryy (Gordon:25). 

Thee following passage from Donzelot makes, by implication, clear just how different the spheres 

off  economic production in Europe and in Latin America were during the above period. Alluding 

too both the rationale and the actual workings of the French industrial system during most of the 

nineteenthh century, Donzelot describes a complex intermeshing of economic and extra-economic 

activitiess according to which 

thee contractual economic relation between worker and employer is coupled with a sort of 

contractuall  tutelage of employer over worker, by virtue of the employer's total freedom in 

determiningg the code of factory regulations, among which he may include - as is most 

oftenn the case - a whole series of disciplinary and moral exigencies reaching well outside 

thee sphere of production proper, to exercise control over the habits and attitudes, the 

sociall  and moral behavior of the working class outside of the enterprise... The reason 

givenn for this exclusive responsibility on the part of the employer, the pretext for this 

particularr reinforcement of his powers, is the singular character of each enterprise 

(Donzelott in Gordon:25-26; his emphasis). 

Comparee the situation above with the conditions prevailing in the Venezuelan 

countrysidee during the same period and you will begin to have an idea of why political modernity 

followedd such distinctively different paths in Europe and in Latin America. 

Ass late as the 1850s, just in the brink of the Federal Wars which at least until the late 1860s and 

evenn later rendered quite illusory any prospects of peaceful economic development in the 
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countryside,, Venezuelan landowners were loudly complaining about their  inabilit y to control an 

alreadyy scarce workforce in their  hatos or  haciendas (Mathews, 1977:19-20). The 1850s 

complaintss had their  distant antecedents in the opinions, which, mentioned in a previous chapter, 

Venezuelann landowners had been voicing in the closing decades of the colony. They came in the 

wakee of the ceaseless flow of legislation which, with no lasting or  even apparent success, the 

Venezuelann state had been enacting since the 1830s precisely in order  to attach the workforce to 

thee land, especially in the vast area of the Plains just south of the main inhabited areas (Acosta, 

1989:444-447).. Aimed at "classifying as many peasants as possible as journeymen"  (Mathews, 

1977:39)) so as to bar  them from certain activities such as hirin g other  workers or  working on 

landss owned by the nation (ibid:42), the legislation could not have been more draconian. It even 

wentt  to the extreme of prescribing lashings for  a variety of infractions (Acosta, 1989:447), or 

jail-term ss for  those peons that disrespected either  the hacienda-owners or  their  representatives 

(Mathews,, 1977:42). 

Yet,, as Mathews astutely remarks, the very rapidit y with which the legislation was 

modifiedd was a sign of its inefflcacy, of the frequency with which workers flaunted the rulings 

andd the inabilit y on the part of both judges and the police to enforce them (ibid:43-44). A "futil e 

andd desperate gesture"  (ibid:43), the legislation was a resounding failur e (ibid; Acosta, 1989:446-

447)) largely due to the immense availability of lands, the bargaining power  that its very scarcity 

conferredd on the workforce, the institutional weakness of the emergent state, and to the fact that, 

probablyy as a result of all these factors, 

everywheree during the 1850s force increasingly became the weapon of the rural masses, 

beginningg to supplant the power  which the hacienda-owners and their  armed repres-

entativess had as a class (Mathews, 1977:43). 

.. Both the failur e of the legislation and the insistence with which, for  over  a century the owner's 

complaintss echoed in the colonial and postcolonial archives intimate the picture of an extraordi-

narilyy mobile workforce which a series of extreme measures such as debtt  peonage or  bodily 

formss of discipline had failed to attach to the land. Instead, all the available information suggests 

thee high latitudes of freedom which workers enjoyed to quit both jobs and domiciles in search for 
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neww patrons in neighboring or  far  away haciendas or  simply to pursue a life of banditry and sheer 

nomadicc wander  to have been solved ing in the vast plains just south of the main inhabited areas. 

Whil ee the just described situation remained largely constant all throughout the nineteenth 

century,, it cannot be said that in the present it has been solved. It is true that with the arrival of 

thee oil industry in the 1920s agricultural production has been thoroughly displaced from the 

preeminentt  place that it occupied in the previous century, Nevertheless the problematic of an in-

tenselyy mobile, and, from the owners' and managers' perspective, largely undisciplined workforce 

continuess to be felt in the nation's major  cities where the population has increasingly collected 

fleeingg an economically depleted countryside. Everywhere in these cities' factories or  workshops 

thee situation remains quite at a remove from the complex interweaving of economic and extra-

economicc sanctions and constraints which, at least according to Donzelot, was characteristic of 

thee world of production in nineteenth century France. 

Thee comparison with what Donzelot describes for  France is significant because, in some 

cruciall  respects at least, the challenges that the regimes emergent from the demise of absolutism 

facedd in either  side of the Atlanti cc were not all that different. In both Western Europe and in the 

neww nations from Latin America unprecedented problems of governmentality followed from the 

crisiss of the monarchy, as well as from the emergence of the new republican vocabularies and the 

concomitantt  reformulations of both social spaces and individual and collective identities 

happeningg at the time. Itself the effect of complex, heterogeneous processes, everywhere the 

mutationn in the notion of rights whereby the rights of the sovereign over  her  or  his realm were 

succeededd and replaced by the rights of citizens as members of unified nations both expressed 

andd unleashed a series of trul y momentous and catastrophic changes, circumstances and events. 

Itt  is precisely such consequences, which, according to Foucault or  Donzelot, over  time 

promptedd in Europe a a vast reformulation in both the conception and the modalities of the exer-

cisee of power. As a result, a top-down practice and understanding of sovereign power  for  which 

thee monarch was at the hub of everything as the overarching agency from which all significant, 

majorr  and minor  decisions concerning the realm ultimately issued was, over  time, replaced by a 

capillary,, decentered practice of power. Different than in absolutism for  which the "body of the 

condemned""  was the preeminent surface were royal power  was exercised, for  disciplinary power 
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bodiess were just the anchoring points from which to get at the "souls"  of the agents (Foucault, 

1977:3-131). . 

Whatt  is crucial for  my purposes here is that, in Foucault's formulation, such a capillary 

powerr  and the micropractices through which it is exercised came about in response to pressing 

sociall  circumstances. It was the proliferatio n of "illegalities"  committed by the "dangerous 

classes""  in the latter  part of the eighteenth century, as well as the change in these illegalities' 

status,, which prompted radical transformations in the forms of punishment. I cannot summarize 

Foucault'ss argument here other  than to say that the change in the "illegalities' "  status (ibid: 82) 

involvedd a transformation from "a criminalit y of blood"  to a "criminalit y of fraud"  involving a 

proliferatio nn of "offences against property"  which, during this period, saw a phenomenal increase 

(ibid:75-77).. This change, in turn, was motivated by momentous transformations in the economy, 

byy then rapidly becoming capitalist, and by a concomitant decomposition of the feudal order  and 

itss time-honored ways of maintaining control over  a largely immobile population (ibid:84-89). 

Enlightenedd despotism first,  and, then, the revolutionary languages of the time discursively 

articulatedd the universalism and abstract exchangeability which was already refashioning ever 

largerr  areas of social experience increasingly peopled by highly mobile, exchangeable and largely 

autonomouss individuals. Increasingly, the penal theories of the time construed these individuals' 

infractionss in reference to 'society', as breaches of the 'social contract'  which they were att  all 

timess expected to upheld (ibid:90). 

Largelyy beyond the visible reach of the sovereign state society was, in other  words, at the 

timee crystallizing as an autonomous, opaque domain where the often-threatening activities of an 

unfathomablee mass of individuals posed grave risks to the forms of order  envisaged by the 

theoristss of the social contract. Hence the cancerous colonization over  time, and, largely, as the 

unintendedd outcome of processes that did not follow any overall design of hospitals, prisons, 

schools,, factories or  asylums by disciplinary techniques which, as forms of bio-power, sought to 

gainn a minute hold over  the life-processes of such individuals as members of a "population." 

Althoughh he does not put it quite this way, the extent to which bio-power  sought to pin-down 

individualss to their  'proper' places as 'spectators' so as to wrest them from their  dangerous 

mobilit yy may be appreciated from a brief consideration of Jeremy Bentham's 'panopticon'. 
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Paradedd by Foucault as a diagrammaticc crystallization of the emergent power  relations in a wide 

rangee of institutions is not, indeed, the 'panopticon' a perverse kind of theater  attended by an 

unlikelyy audience of spectators? In such a 'theater'  prisoners are enduringly immobilized in their 

individuall  cells by the gnawing fear  of being constantly watched by an invisible observer from a 

centrall  tower  which, as a result of this very invisibility , also becomes the object of the prisoners' 

spectatoriall  anxieties (ibid:200). Much as with what is shown in a theatrical stage, the 

panopticon'ss tower  is also a "singular  object around which divided subjects can come together"  as 

memberss of an imprisoned population. 

Iff  at the level of 'individuals' it was the new disciplinary techniques of bio-power  that won 

thee day, at the level of the 'population' as a whole the unprecedented opacity of social forms and 

relationss was given acknowledgement by 'liberalism' as the emergent form of governmental 

rationality .. Amounting to a mutation in the very nature of liberalism itself from an ideology of 

'rights ''  to a generalized technique of government, the invention of the 'social'  in the second half 

off  the nineteenth century was the discursive hinge which the novel governmentality used to turn 

society'ss threatening opacity into a well delineated domain criss-crossed by a wide range of 

heterogeneouss disciplines, and, as such, amenable to enter  as a relatively knowable object into 

thee emergent discursive grids. As Donzelot puts it, it was all a matter  of extinguishing the 

existingg political passions by positing the 'social'  as a "hybrid "  instance "at the intersection 

betweenn the civil and the political"  so that the 

violentt  contrast which opposed the modern political imaginary to the realities of civil and 

mercantilee society 

couldd be effectively neutralized (Donzelot, 1984:10 - my translation). While the 1848 revolution 

hadd left lasting scars in public consciousness, resulting from the wounds that "the affirmation of 

thee equal sovereignty of all"  had caused in society, the new governmentality affirmed 

ann ethics of solidarity-which authorizes itself from the necessity of maintaining the 

cohesionn among the social relations more than in terms of the republican dream of a 

voluntaryy society, erected over  the ruins of the fatality where the Ancien Régime 
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pretendedd to enclose the ties of men among themselves (ibid: 10-11 — my translation). 

Onee might say that what was at stake was taking on board the microphysics of power  that 

alreadyy had made considerable inroads in a wide range of institution by setting up forms of 

governmentt  which attempted to bring all these dispersed practices and institutions together  as 

partt  of a well disciplined, organically integrated 'society'. It is interesting to note here that the 

neww governmentality included both a panoply of discursive forms, such as the positivist 

sociologiess of Comte or  Durkheim, as well as a range of institutions and forms of governmental 

intervention,, which the umbrella term of the 'welfare state' aptly covers. Overall, the well 

calibratedd machinery formed by micropractices, punctual state interventions, discursive reelabor-

ationss and wider  institutional forms was meant to enact a "socialization"  capable of substituting a 

predicamentt  where one's own well-being or  misfortune could be blamed on others, bent on either 

withdrawin gg or  granting us our  legitimate rights, by another  where a "permanent negotiating 

table""  is the modality around which "social lif e is increasingly organized"  (ibid: 11). It is in this 

processs that the nation changed from its meaning in an earlier  'patrioti c tradition ' as a free and 

virtuouss community of equals joined in their  'love' of an 'ideal'  republic, to the Wood and guts' of 

aa late nineteenth century nationalism premised on the cultural, linguistic, and ethnic homogeneity 

ofapeople(Viroli,, 1997:1-10,140-160). 

Twoo things clearly follow from the preceding comparison. First, that spectatorship is not 

aa naturally occurring attitude. Instead, it is the result of a wide range of practices and disciplines, 

whichh fix agents to their  'proper' places while constituting the gaze into an abstract organ of 

contemplationn detachable, as a reified capacity, from the agents' other  capabilities and potencies. 

Whil ee indispensable to the representative political forms emergent from the ruins of absolutism, 

thee republican theatrical machinery, the 'politic s of exemplarity'  of an inaugural republicanism 

didd not, however, lastingly guarantee the constitution of subjects into passive spectators. Indeed, 

ass I have argued, a historical experience of insistent social unrest and outright revolution 

everywheree rapidly exposed the limit s of the theatrical paradigm as the preeminent practical 

meanss for  reducing individuals to the status of passive spectators. 

Itt  was the subversive potentials of idioms based on citizen's rights, and, especially, the 

republicann insistence on freedom and equality, which proved too strong a concoction for  the 
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neoclassicall  machinery of government to be able to digest. Periodically seized by urgent demands 

forr  equality, the audience of the republican theater  did not stay put very long insistently 

disruptingg the official solemnities with all sorts of weird noise and even occasionally fleeing its 

enforcedd passivity while bringing the entire republican machinery thunderously down. Hence the 

transitionn in Europe to a novel governmental rationalit y where the citizens' enforced spectatorial 

passivityy was no longer  the business of republican tribunes ponderously addressing their 

assembledd audiences from the raised stage of the polity. Rather, not just their  immobilization as 

spectatorss but also their  productive utilization as agents in a broad rage of 'economic' and 'social' 

fieldsfields was from then on mostly entrusted to a wide range of dispersed disciplinary techniques and 

formss of governmental rationalit y anonymously at work in the invisible depths of the 'social'. 

'Biopolitics' ,, in other  words, succeeded without entirely displacing the neoclassical rhetoric of 

monumentalityy of an inaugural republicanism. It, for  the most part, took over from the older 

neoclassicall  forms the functions of disciplining the people/audience of the representative demo-

craticc regimes both across Europe and in North America. 

Fromm a certain angle, then, the new disciplinary practices and techniques may be said to 

havee lastingly succeeded in turning subjects into passive spectators. Seemingly contradictorily , 

however,, from another  these very same techniques put such subjects in motion as productive 

agentss in a broad range of settings, from prisons and factories to educational institutions. Only 

thatt  this time such a mobility is not of the subjects' own doing but, to a large extent, an externally 

inducedd and, paradoxically enough, strictly localized phenomenon, the result of the subject's 

"biological ""  capacities being locally seized by a diversified range of forms of 'bio-power' which 

putss them to 'work' , so to speak, 'in situ'. 

Off  course, all of this is not to say that with the changes in governmentality all theater 

disappearedd from the polity; to this day, Western European and North American parliamentary 

formss continue being largely contingent on theatrical representation for  their  constitution and 

ongoingg efficacy. It is just that, on the one hand, with the changes the polity' s theatricality 

becamee less overtly theatrical, it ceased calling attention to itself as a self-consciously aesthetic 

formm becoming instead routinized as one of those taken for  granted, unobtrusively self-evident 

dimensionss out of which the solemnities of rule are made. On the other  hand, along with this 
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routinizationn theatrical representation became only one among the much wider  panoply of 

practicess and disciplinary techniques by means of which the perpetuation of parliamentary rule in 

Westernn Europe and North America is ongoingly secured. 

Onee way of putting it is that with the changes in governmentality it is not just within the 

theater,, narrowly defined, that the public of the Western parliamentary democracies becomes 

constitutedd as a disciplined, passive audience. Outside the theater's walls, there is the whole vast 

rangee of disciplinary techniques and forms of power/knowledge busily at work in the depths of 

'society''  forming the disciplined citizenry of the Western representative regimes. In a sense one 

mightt  say that with the changes in governmentality it is the whole of society that, beyond the 

theater,, is over  time constituted as an audience for  the political show, which is periodically 

enactedd in the stage of the polity. A trul y momentous transformation, this extension of the 

audiencee to the whole of society is not bereft of consequences. The increasing loss of credibilit y 

andd legitimacy of the representative institutions, or  the collapse of the 'political '  as an 

autonomouss domain as its boundaries with the rest of 'society' increasingly blur, must surely 

countt  among the most momentous. If, as Lyotard and others have argued, the efficacy of the 

representativee machinery is contingent on drawing a strict demarcation between the space of the 

theaterr  and its constitutive outside think of what happens to representation, political or  otherwise, 

whenn this border  is increasingly blurred with the whole of society ideally positioned as an 

audience. . 

Inn a strict sense this development is nothing but the realization of a tendency that was 

fromfrom  the beginning inscribed in the very nature of Western parliamentary democracies. As Nancy 

hass recently put it commenting on Foucault's notion of biopolitics, it is in the very nature of 

democracyy itself to tend towards "th e negation of the political separation."  Such a negation 

hauntss the horizon of social existence since the "democratic invention put an end to a politics 

foundedd on figures of identification"  (Nancy, 2002:142 - my translation) among which the figure 

off  the king was pivotal. In this respect biopolitics understood as the "technical management of 

life""  in general, with no other  finality  that this life's own "reproductio n and maintenance,"  is 

nothingg but the fulfillmen t of the tendency democratic politics has of erasing itself as it becomes 

fusedd with the whole horizon of 'life' , social life included (ibid: 140). Such a tendency would have 
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reachedd its point of maximum realization with today's "mondialization"  understood as the 

conjunctionn of a process of a limitless ecotechnical inspection and and of a disappearance of 

commonn forms of life and/or  foundations. Under  these conditions the "world "  or  "mon-

dialization""  is nothing but the precise and severe enunciation of this problem (ibid: 143). 

Underr  such conditions of "mondialization,"  the term which Nancy uses to designate the 

processs which other  authors call 'globalization' not, however, without first introducing some 

conceptuall  precisions which considerably modify the ways in which the phenomenon is 

conventionallyy understood 

politicss is not then implicitl y anything else than ecotechnic's self-management, the only 

formm of "auto-"  nomy possible which, precisely, no longer  has at its disposal any of the 

possiblee forms which until now have belonged to a politics: neither  a self-founding 

sovereignty',, since there is no longer  anything to found, nor  the "discussion concerning 

thee justice"  of an aristotelian city, since the city no longer  exists, nor  even the contestation 

orr  the dispute (differend), since the living and power  go in the same direction according 

too a consensus that is asymptotic and bereft of finality , or, if one prefers, of truth 

(ibid::  140-141 — my translation). 

Thiss would be the predicament where we are today. Caught in the vicissitudes of "empire"  (Hardt 

andd Negri,2000), the Venezuelan Chavez regime might very well be one of the last gasps 

worldwid ee of a politics based on an appeal to common foundations. Rooted in the kind of 

politicall  imaginary addressed in this dissertation which it, moreover, excessively enacts, with its 

compulsivelyy insistence on bringing about a refoundation of the republic and of republican 

practicess and institutions under  the aegis of the founding father, Bolivar, the Chavez regime may 

indeedd amount to one of the culminating figures worldwide that the 'political* , or, perhaps more 

precisely,, the theologico-political forms in its "retreat "  (Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy, 1997:122-

142). . 

Thee second conclusion to be drawn from the comparison is that nothing, or  almost 
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nothingg of what took place in Europe happened in Venezuela (or, for  that matter, in large areas of 

Latinn America). In almost no significant respect can Venezuela be said to be a disciplined society 

inn the sense with which this term applies to any of the major  Western democracies. To this day 

''  has made precious littl e inroads in Venezuelan society with the result that domains as 

variedd as the family, industrial and agricultural sectors or  the various branches of the state's 

administrationn remain largely beyond the grasp of this form of discipline. They are still nowadays 

sitess structured by alternative forms of social control and where what irom a certain, 'biopolitical * 

perspectivee may be seen as recurrent bouts of undisciplined or  just merely 'distracted' behavior 

mayy be said to be chronic, setting these Venezuelan domains sharply apart from their  more 

"disciplined""  counterparts elsewhere. 

Thiss is not to say that all forms of 'biopolitics' are absent from Venezuelan society. For 

thee most part, however, these forms are confined to isolated pockets within a much wider  sea of 

alternativee socialities and forms of social control which remain largely heterogeneous to the 

otherwisee often locally boosted ideal of a disciplined, organized society. Moreover, these 

disciplinaryy pockets mostly thriv e in sectors that cater  to the needs of the society's upper  and 

upperr  middle classes, such as private schools and certain university institutions or  in 

technologicallyy and managerially "advanced"  settings like the oil industry or  in those sectors of 

thee economy run by multinational corporations. And even there one should not unduly 

exaggeratee since, with the only partial exception of the most yuppified, "modern"  elements of the 

society,, even among vast sectors of the upper  classes an outrageous bodilyness and overall 

emphasiss in excessive, overtly transgressive behavior  continues to be the norm. In some ways 

onee might call it a generalized despotism pervading the behavior  of all social classes or  groups 

andd somehow gluing them all together. Provided, that is, that one does not forget adding how 

muchh such a despotism is a thoroughly modern phenomena, therefore a creature of a certain kind 

off  enlightenment and not, as it is often argued, a carry over from an absolutist colonial past. For 

reasonss that will have to be clarified further , such a modern despotism along with its accompa-

nyingg forms of enjoyment, downright reversals and transgressions, or  even myriad evasions 

thoroughlyy traverses Venezuelan sociality. Unexpectedly erupting everywhere, it intensely colors 

mostt  if not all of this sociality's multiple, variegated expressions. 
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Whatt  did indeed happen, in Venezuela especially but also in other  Latin American 

countries,, is that in the relative absence of any well honed 'biopolitics' the neoclassical forms of 

ann early republicanism were elaborated to the point of congealing as an enduring form of 

governmentality.. As I have suggested before, it is as if in this part of the world entire areas of 

publicc lif e had become frozen in the inaugural modernity of an early republicanism, with all that 

thiss entails of paroxistic, flamboyant and often bizarre reiteration of this republicanism's 

monumentalizing,, theatrical impulse. One could very well call it a 'politic s of exemplarity'  gone 

haywiree where, much like a serially expanding collection of living/dead monuments, the 

'illustrious ''  males of an inaugural republican imaginary constantly burst out of their  canonical 

nichess in the political stage to invade with their  sheer  pomposity and libidinal tricker y all areas of 

sociall  existence. Imbuing with their  paradoxical collage—'cara seria, culo rochelero'-of neoclas-

sicall  pathetism and slippery sensuality the most varied and unsuspected contexts, these 

'exemplary''  figures often blur  with monumentalized gestures, styles of address, poses and 

demeanorss the very fragile boundaries that separate 'public'  and 'private*  domains in Venezuela 

andd elsewhere in Latin America. It is as if the whole imaginary of these societies was like a vast 

neoclassicall  statuary where armies of monumentalized busts forever  rehearse their  solemn, 

grandiloquentt  poses before improvised audiences of spectators. Forming and un-forming in these 

living/statues''  very presence or  in that of any one of their  serialized representations, these 

improvisedd audiences are the precarious figures of this "torri d zone's"  always evanescent 

republicann 'people'. 

Itt  wil l not be until the last chapter  of this dissertation, focused on the Mari a Lionza 

possessionn cult, that the opportunity will arise of witnessing a full-blown contemporary 

manifestationn of this imaginary just as it mutates, under  conditions of intense globalization, into 

somethingg that is quite other. As I am about to clarify, in some ways the very flamboyance and 

excessivee monumentality of the cult's possessed amounts to just one of the latest manifestations 

off  a historical tendency to overly monumentalize the nation's representatives by means of an 

insistencee on certain rhetorical and iconographic motifs that is nothing short of obsessive. It is to 

thiss very insistence that one must ultimately attribut e the crystallization over  time of a state 

imaginaryy shaped like a vast neoclassical garden filled with statues. But before addressing the 
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variouss forms, which it has historically taken, I need to account for  this insistence by rooting it in 

aa form of governmental rationalit y that constantly calls for  the reiteration and over  elaboration of 

itss various monumentalizing tropes and motifs. 

MonumentalMonumental Governmentality 

Whatt  do I mean when I say that, in Venezuela, a certain rhetoric of the monument has 

seizedd the very bodies and gestures of the representatives--the nation's 'notables'—to become the 

nation'ss preeminent form of governmental rationality ? Simply that due to historical reasons 

havingg to do with the peripheral status of its troubled modernity in Venezuela the 'politics of 

exemplarity''  that I addressed before became chronic, one of the preeminent forms in which 

politicall  rule and state authority are to this day constituted and perpetuated in the nation. As we 

recall,, this kind of politics arose in Europe but also in Venezuela and other  new nations of Latin 

Americaa in response to the masses' revolutionary activity. It , in other  words, emerged as a means 

off  defusing the masses "originar y effectivity"  by means of setting up a separate political sphere 

wheree representation, "construed as secondary,"  could effectively signify the "loss"  of this 

"origin ""  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:109). A matter, in other  words, of replacing the masses' 

dangerouss tendency to "instantl y represent themselves"  by their  acquiescence to being repre-

sentedd by others, the community's paragons of republican virtue. 

As Is I have argued, such an effect of exemplarity is itself the effect of a certain kind of 

theater.. It is brought about by the entire theatrical machinery of the republican political stage 

whichh sets up a rigid  demarcation between the theatrical space of the polity and whatever  it 

leavess outside while, simultaneously, constituting its public into a passive and disciplined 

audience,, the immobilized 'people' sought by the republican spectacle. Only such an immobilized 

people/audiencee can possibly "see"  itself represented by the republican tribunes which parade 

themselvess in the raised stage of the polity, thereby apprehending them as visible embodiments 

off  the 'best self which otherwise stays buried beneath the wondrous alterations, metonymie 

slidingss and conflicting urges and desires of this public's everyday status as a threatening crowd 

justt  outside the theater. I have also argued, however, that in its status along with the school as the 

foremostt  ideological state apparatus the republican stage proved quite ineffective as a means of 
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permanentlyy securing the immobility of the masses by turning them into passive audiences for 

thee emergent liberalism. For one thing, the disruptions brought about by the dislocation of the 

syntacticc spaces of the ancien régime were far too drastic and violent for such an aesthetic 

modalityy to be able to fulfil l on its own, without any further supplementary assistance, its 

stabilizingg function. For another, the prevailing vocabularies with their insistence on the quintes-

sentiall  republican values of 'freedom' and 'equality' rendered any such stability illusory. 

Ass the various republican audiences across both Europe and Latin America were 

periodicallyy seized by strong egalitarian and libertarian urges political unrest and instability 

tended,, in other words, to become universal. Experience rapidly demonstrated that there was 

nothingg as subversive as the ability of these people/audiences everywhere to periodically call into 

questionn the universalistic claims of their hallowed representatives by pointing at the 

particularisticc interests to which they were beholden. Needless to say, such exercises in demysti-

ficationfication were not merely academic; the also had quite practical implications along with a 

dangerouss tendency to dissolve into the most horrific scenes of revolutionary leveling. Under 

suchh circumstances, any neat distribution among active and passive 'parts' of the polity that was 

envisagedd by the republican ideologues tended to become irremissibly scrambled amidst unprece-

dentedd crisis of governmentality. Hence the cancerous colonization of entire institutional 

domainss in both Europe and North America by forms of biopower which critically supplemented 

somee of the crucial functions of the republican theater, such as that of constituting the 'people' as 

aa somewhat stable and disciplined spectatorship while, simultaneously, adding quite a few others 

oness of their own. 

Since,, however, in Venezuela as elsewhere in Latin America 'biopolitics' barely happened 

whatt instead happened was a tendency to take possibilities that were already inherentt in the 

republicann stage and blow them up to their more paroxistic, indeed maddeningly flamboyant 

extremes.. Given their postcolonial status and overwhelmingly mining and agricultural nature, the 

societiess that were ushered with independence from Spain into the maelstrom of modernity could 

hardlyy afford the technological and organizational means that any self-respecting 'biopolitics' 

clearlyy assumes. What they instead had, and in relative abundance, was a wealth of theatrical 

means,, as well as a desperate need to use them, something understandable given all that was said 
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aboutt  the republican stage and these societies' endemic instability since Independence. And so 

theyy used them, with a vengeance. Over  time a wide panoply of means, from historical writing s 

too iconographic representations and other  public forms of discursive address, have insistently 

piledd up in an expanding whirlpool of images and tropes all fueled by a similar  obsessive finality: 

constitutingg the masses into a passive spectatorship by keeping them focused, for  as long as 

possible,, on their  'virtuous' representatives. 

Ass a form of government, this blown-up 'politic s of exemplarity'  is of course theatrical 

throughh and through. It draws on a fantasy of transparency and presence in which the republican 

peoplee constantly assembles as an audience before their  chosen representatives. Think of it as the 

obsessivelyy recurrent scene of groups of representatives anxiously gesturing towards their 

audiences,, joined just for  the occasion. In this imaginary of rule the very consistency of the 

audiencee as a sovereign people, detached from its "past"  existence as crowd, is contingent on its 

ongoingg interpellation from the republican stage by its chosen representatives. An ever  reiterated 

scenee of delegation in it the people's 'general will' , resulting from their  assembly, forms only to 

bee transferred onto a few selected representatives, the nation's 'notables', who are thereby 

authorizedd to speak and act on its instead. It is as if political lif e was in many Latin American 

nations,, and singularly so in Venezuela, committed to a numbing rehearsal of the origins: an 

obsessivee return to that theatrical moment when a few selected ,tribunes, address their  audiences 

upp above from the stage so as to bring them into being as a whole people/nation. 

Contraryy to what many analysts seem to believe, all of this is suggestive of how far  Latin 

Americann populism is from being just a recent phenomenon. A proto-populism of some kind is 

fromfrom  the beginning inscribed in the continent's new nations republican imaginary, an endemic 

formm of plebiscitary democracy where nothing less than the refounding of the nation itself is what 

iss often at stake. Voicing his fears that the phenomena might be turning into politics as usual in 

Europe,, without elaborating the point in a relatively recent newspaper  article Paul Virili o has 

implicitl yy (and intriguingly ) raised the possibility that, now becoming universal, populism might 

bee the quintessential form that politics has all along taken in Latin America. What concerns 

Virili oo is the possibility that lately Europe may be succumbing to what he perceives as a uniquely 

Latinn American political disease, with all that this entails of intense mediatization and 
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spectacularizationn of the public sphere. Although he does not say it one possible implication of 

Virilio' ss arguments is that, rather  than recent, the intense mediatization that suffuses the public 

spacess of Latin America is an old phenomena dating at least from the time when the continent 

enteredd modernity (Virilio , 1994:14). 

Thiss is, of course, consistent with what I have been proposing according to which, from 

thee start and to this very day, Latin American nations face the enduring conundrum of how to 

turnn a maelstrom of dislocated and highly mobile populations, the postcolonial crowds of my 

argument,, into the neatly delineated and well behaved 'people' of the republican polities. An ever 

reiteratedd scene of foundation, for  this purpose nothing less than the most intense, relentless use 

off  media of one or  another  kind will do with the consequence of politics becoming self-

consciouslyy simulacral, a stridently gimmicky and showy display marked by ever  more excessive 

theatricality .. Although not of course unrelated to the theatricalization of rule everywhere, this 

bombasticc show nevertheless takes such a theatricalization into an uncertain terrain where, 

somehoww with everyone's knowing approval, it rapidly turns self-consciously bloated and 

parodical. . 

II  will not go into the weird temporality of this reiterated scene of foundation. Enough to 

sayy that according to it the 'people', which must have been there assembled all along for  any 

delegationn to take place is, nevertheless, constituted 'après-coup' as such an assembled totality by 

thee very acts and words of a few chosen representatives (Derrida, 1986:9-11). What I will focus 

onn instead is on the sheer  obsessive insistence with which this scene is iterated, as well as on the 

effectss that such a repetition has on the polity. As I have suggested, the reiteration is mostly 

triggeredd by the republican regime's inabilit y to keep the people in place, lastingly immobilized 

ass the passive spectatorship of the republican spectacle that is staged for  its benefit. Over  time, 

variouss means have been devised in order  to achieve such an enforced passivity. Foremost 

amongg them are perhaps the clientelistic networks formed with the state monies and resources 

thatt  are channeled for  this purpose, the ultimate aim of which is to maintain a stable audience of 

followerss collected around a few chosen representatives. 

Soonerr  or  later, however, such networks tend to collapse. This happens for  a variety of 

reasonss among which two surely are among the most prominent. First, the continent's very own 
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brandd of modernity of which, as argued in the previous chapter  and contrary to what experts often 

propose,, such networks are themselves symptomatic. Besides what was already said on this issue, 

itt  is enough to focus briefly on the imminently contractual character  of patron-client relations for 

thiss modernity along with its inherent instability , sheer  uncertainties and overall volatilit y to 

becomee sharply salient. This is so because whoever  says patron-client is not just alluding, as is 

oftenn assumed, to a calculus of reciprocities among discreet yet unequal agents once and for  all 

asymmetricallyy positioned within stable landscapes of power. The expression also refers to a 

slipperyy terrain where, no matter  how minutely, all the available trail s are ongoingly redrawn by 

thee trailblazin g initiatives of the subject. To gain any insight into this creativity one must, 

however,, at least momentarily suspend the objectifying certainties, which a single-minded 

concernn with 'power' often implicitl y affords. This so as to allow the unfathomable subjectivity 

presupposedd in any trul y contractual relation destabilize our  writing s rendering them more porous 

too the subjects' actual predicaments. 

Second,, and closely related, the collapse also comes about as a result of the location of 

Latinn American nations within transnational arrangements where, in some ways due to their  own 

peculiarr  modernity with its costly legacy of historical disruption and dislocation, these nations 

aree extraordinaril y vulnerable to even the slightest of global fluctuations. With such a collapse, 

thee legitimacy of the established representative bodies, officers and institutions also falls apart. 

And,, when this happens, once again the republican 'people' turns into a formless republican 

'crowd' ,, laterally fleeing the established political arrangements that crumble in its wake and 

which,, anyway, never  quite succeeded in keeping such a 'people' neatly collected in place. As the 

originn returns, the originating scene of foundation also needs to be rehearsed again, with every 

suchh repetition its sheer  pathetic sublimity and oversized neoclassical and romantic decor 

becoming,, if possible, even more excessive. 

Whatt  I have just presented as the all or  nothing of a passage to the extremes is, 

nevertheless,, more like a chronic condition endemic in many political regimes of Latin America. 

Too greater  or  lesser  degrees, in these regimes the 'people' is constantly becoming a 'crowd'. 

Howeverr  imperceptibly, the continent's republican audiences are constantly exiting the scenes of 

interpellation,, which have been contrived precisely in order  to constitute them as such. Given the 
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persistentt character of this lateral flight it is not clear just how much such audiences ever comply 

withh their assigned role as a passive spectatorship. For all of the given reasons,, never that certain 

orr secured such an enforced passivity on which the very status of these audiences as a people is 

contingentt is, nevertheless, ongoingly compromised. Beyond the occasional booing and cheering, 

orr of a distraction that is nearly endemic, audiences constantly exit the republican theatre laterally 

throughh the wings or using any available windows or doors amidst chronic chaos and without the 

establishedd polities ever quite succeeding in keeping subjects pegged to their places in the dark 

watchingg the spectacle. 

Al ll  of the above should clearly suggest just how much, from the very beginning, Latin 

America'ss republican tribunes have had their tasks cut out for themselves. Engaged in an 

agonisticc exchange with their audiences where, at any moment, they may very well loose them, 

thee local 'notables' have littl e other choice than to raise the antes with the resources which they 

havee available: their very own bodies and overall demeanor which, seized by hyperbolic frenzy, 

aree rendered ever more anxiously monumental. It is as if haunted by a vision of emptying audito-

riums,riums, almost in spite of themselves their very flesh anxiously hardens in the monumentalizing 

directionn that the tradition dictates. Other than the naked use of force, never absent from the 

Latinn American polities, or the patient build-up of clientelistic networks the fragility of which 

wass pointed out before, such as it is, with all of its limitations it is this anxious, ever more 

hyperbolicc monumentalization of the body that locally is one of the most crucial tools of 

government. . 

Indeed,, to a large extent, still nowadays local governmentality may be said to be the crafty 

combinationn of, on the one hand, sheer brute despotic force and, on the other, an ever more 

intensee monumentalization of the body as the site where singularized seduction and the abstract 

universalityy of the law improbably meet. It is as if through hyperbolic monumentalization the 

representativess aimed to turn their very bodies into the sites of an improbable reconciliation and 

exchangee between the universal and the particular. The universal because, through their very 

monumentalizedd presence on the stage, the representatives insistently call attention to themselves 

ass to that which, beyond any differences and particularities, everyone nevertheless equally shares: 

theirr 'best self as the virtuous embodiment of an ideal, lawful republic. It is by this sort of 
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attentionn calling that, against all odds and particularities, the representatives strive to keep their 

audiencess glued together  as a people. Such an embodied universality is not, however, bereft of 

particularisti cc seduction. As was argued in the previous chapter, all throughout their  performance 

thee representatives somehow manage to singularly engage each and every one of the members of 

theirr  audience by means of a series of discreet bodily winks and allusions that appeal to the 

particularisti cc needs, interests and desires of every single individual within the audience. A 

paradoxicall  performance, then, by means of it every single member of the audience is 

interpellatedd not just as member of a collectivity but also as a singular  individual . Not just, then, 

ass a 'we' but also as a singular  'me'. In order  to grasp in more detail how this all could come about 

II  now move to the next chapter. 


